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Typical Business Activities
Market Activities that Morgan Stanley Commodities and similar firms
engages in include:
• Trading Financial and Physical Commodities, including:
- Oil Liquids, Natural Gas, Power and Biodiesel Products
• Producer and Commercial Consumer Hedging
• Jet Fuel Supply to Airlines (inc. working capital agreements)
• Wholesale Distribution of Diesel and Gasoline
• Tolling Agreements for Power Plants
• Managing Storage, Transportation and Transmission Contracts
• Off-Take agreements for Wind Power producers
• Real-Time Power Trading
• Trading in Renewable Energy Certificates and Emissions Credits
Most, if not all, of these activities involve acting as a Dealer in swaps or
the underlying physical commodities, engaging in market-making and in
the warehousing of risk
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The Dealer / Market Maker Function

Pricing – Competitive and Transparent
• Has become very competitive due to high number of market participants and
high levels of liquidity
• Growing sophistication of End Users due to increased access to pricing sources
Risk Management
• Dealers provide liquidity and manage risks through:
– Futures Market Trading
– Inter-Dealer Market
– Customer business (Buyers and Sellers)
– Warehousing of Risk, including participation in cash markets
Buyers and Sellers rarely line up to offset each other
• Mismatches in timing of execution, products, delivery locations, tenor of
positions and volumes are inevitable in the real world
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Warehousing of Risk – Liquidity is Crucial!
Key Feature of the Market is Liquidity
Benefits include:
• Price transparency and competition between dealers = low transaction costs
• Reduced price volatility
• Increased capacity for hedging activity
• Liquidity develops as all market participants increase their level of comfort and
risk takers and ‘warehousers’ of risk are confident of the market dynamic

The current market enjoys ample liquidity due to:
• A large number of dealers and market participants
• Very competitive pricing available to hedgers (bid-offer spreads)
• A well functioning clearing mechanism combined with financial dealers offering
non-margin based trading lines to commercial hedgers
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New Position Limits and Exemptive Authority
•

The Commission is authorized to set position limits for exempt and
agricultural commodities

•

The Commission also is required to define what constitutes a bona fide
hedging transaction

•

Position limits (and related hedge exemptions) must be based on an
entity’s aggregated net position in futures, exchange-traded swaps, and
SPDCs

•

The Commission should propose a Position Limit Rule that does not
adversely affect the liquidity or price discovery function of the
Commodity Futures and Swaps Markets

•

Consideration of the fact that market flow mismatches need to be
absorbed is crucial!

•

An Overly Restrictive Position Limit Regime will result in increased
volatility and decreased capacity for hedging activity
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New Position Limits and Exemptive Authority



The Position Limit Rule Should Aggregate Accounts
based only on Common Control



The Position Limit Rule Should Establish Position
Limits that Remain Predictable



The Position Limit Rule Should Include a Definition of
“Bona Fide Hedging Transaction” that provides
flexibility and certainty



The CFTC has Broad Exemptive Authority
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Disclaimer
This material was prepared by sales, trading, banking or other non-research personnel of one of the following: Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated, Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, Morgan Stanley Japan Securities Co., Ltd., Morgan Stanley Capital
Group Inc., Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Australia Limited and/or Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Capital Group (Singapore) Pte (together with their affiliates, hereinafter “Morgan Stanley”). Unless otherwise indicated, these views (if any) are the author’s and may
differ from those of the Morgan Stanley fixed income or equity research department or others in the firm.
This material has been prepared for information purposes only and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security, commodity or instrument or related derivative (hereinafter “instrument”) or to participate in any trading strategy.
Any such offer would be made only after a prospective participant had completed its own independent investigation of the instrument or trading strategy and received all information it required to make its own investment decision, including, where applicable, a
review of any prospectus, prospectus supplement, offering circular, term sheet or memorandum describing such instrument or trading strategy. That information would supersede this material and contain information not contained herein and to which
prospective participants are referred. If this material is being distributed in connection with or in advance of the issuance of asset backed securities, information herein regarding any assets backing any such securities supersedes all prior information regarding
such assets. We have no obligation to tell you when information herein is stale or may change. We make no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness of this material, nor are we obligated to provide updated information on the
instruments mentioned herein.
This material may have been prepared by or in conjunction with Morgan Stanley trading desks that may deal as principal in or own or act as market maker or liquidity provider for the instruments mentioned herein. Where you provide us with information relating
to an order or proposed transaction (“Information”), we may use that Information to facilitate the execution of your orders or transactions, in managing our market making, other counterparty facilitation activities or otherwise in carrying out our legitimate business
(which may include, but is not limited to, hedging a risk or otherwise limiting the risks to which we are exposed). Counterparty facilitation activities may include, without limitation, us taking a principal position in relation to providing counterparties with quotes or
as part of the ongoing management of inventories used to facilitate counterparties. Trading desk materials are not independent of the proprietary interests of Morgan Stanley, which may conflict with your interests. Morgan Stanley may also perform or seek to
perform investment banking services for the issuers of instruments mentioned herein.
Any securities referred to in this material may not have been registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and, if not, may not be offered or sold absent an exemption therefrom. In relation to any member state of the European Economic Area, a
prospectus may not have been published pursuant to measures implementing the Prospectus Directive (2003/71/EC) and any securities referred to herein may not be offered in circumstances that would require such publication. Recipients are required to
comply with any legal or contractual restrictions on their purchase, holding, sale, exercise of rights or performance of obligations under any instrument or otherwise applicable to any transaction.
The securities, commodities or other instruments (or related derivatives) discussed in this material may not be suitable for all investors. This material has been prepared and issued by Morgan Stanley for distribution to market professionals and institutional
investor clients only. Other recipients should seek independent investment advice prior to making any investment decision based on this material. This material does not provide individually tailored investment advice or offer tax, regulatory, accounting or legal
advice. Prior to entering into any proposed transaction, recipients should determine, in consultation with their own investment, legal, tax, regulatory and accounting advisors, the economic risks and merits, as well as the legal, tax, regulatory and accounting
characteristics and consequences, of the transaction. You should consider this material as only a single factor in making an investment decision.
Options are not for everyone. Before purchasing or writing options, investors should understand the nature and extent of their rights and obligations and be aware of the risks involved, including the risks pertaining to the business and financial condition of the
issuer and the underlying instrument. A secondary market may not exist for certain of these instruments. For Morgan Stanley customers who are purchasing or writing exchange-traded options, please review the publication ‘Characteristics and Risks of
Standardised Options,’ which is available from your account representative.
The value of and income from investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities, prices of instruments, market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other
factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in instruments (or related derivatives) transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions
that may not be realised. Actual events may differ from those assumed and changes to any assumptions may have a material impact on any projections or estimates. Other events not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the projections or
estimates. Certain assumptions may have been made for modeling purposes only to simplify the presentation and/or calculation of any projections or estimates, and Morgan Stanley does not represent that any such assumptions will reflect actual future events.
Accordingly, there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections will be realised or that actual returns or performance results will not materially differ from those estimated herein. Some of the information contained in this document may be
aggregated data of transactions executed by Morgan Stanley that has been compiled so as not to identify the underlying transactions of any particular customer.
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Morgan Stanley and each recipient hereof agree that they (and their employees, representatives, and other agents) may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind from the commencement of
discussions, the U.S. federal and state income tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are provided to it relating to the tax treatment and tax structure. For this purpose, “tax
structure” is limited to facts relevant to the U.S. federal and state income tax treatment of the transaction and does not include information relating to the identity of the parties, their affiliates, agents or advisors.
In the U.K., this material is directed to those persons who are eligible counterparties or professional clients and must not be acted on or relied upon by retail clients (each as defined in the U.K. Financial Services Authority’s rules). In or from the DIFC, this
information is communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (the DFSA), and is directed at wholesale customers only, as defined by the DFSA. In Japan, this material is directed to
the qualified institutional investors as defined under the Securities Exchange Law of Japan and its ordinances thereunder. In Singapore, this material is directed to Accredited Investors as defined under the Commodities Trading Act of Singapore and its
schedule thereunder. In Australia, this material is disseminated by Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Australia Limited ABN 67 003 734 576. For additional information, research reports and important disclosures see https://secure.ms.com/servlet/cls. The trademarks
and service marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. [Third-party] data providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have
liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data.
Please note that market data may be proprietary and confidential to the relevant exchange, index owner or information provider and may reserve all intellectual property rights in such data. Such data should also not be disseminated without their consent, and
such permission may depend upon execution of an agreement or payment of an applicable fee. No representation or warranty, express or implied, can be given with respect to the accuracy, completeness, correctness, sufficiency or usefulness of the
information. Morgan Stanley and the relevant exchange, index owner or information provider disclaims any and all liability for any loss howsoever arising from, related to or in connection with any use of any of the information or other materials contained herein,
including without limitation any express or implied representations or warranties for, statements contained in, omissions from, the information contained herein. Morgan Stanley or the relevant exchange, index owner or information provider may suspend or
terminate receipt or display of any data it believes it is being misused or misrepresented.
This information is confidential and is solely for your internal use. This information is based on or derived from information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable. Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc and its affiliates disclaim any
and all liability relating to this information, including without limitation any express or implied representations or warranties for statements contained in, and omissions from, this information. Additional information is available on request. Where you provide us
with information relating to a customer order or proposed transaction, we may use that information to facilitate the execution of your order or transaction, in managing our market making, other client facilitation activities or otherwise in carrying out our legitimate
business (which may include, but is not limited to, hedging a risk or otherwise limiting the risks to which we are exposed). Where we commit our capital in relation to either ongoing management of inventories used to facilitate clients, or in relation to providing
you with quotes we may make use of that information to enter into transactions that subsequently enable us to facilitate clients on terms that are competitive in the prevailing market conditions.
This material may not be distributed in any jurisdiction where it is unlawful to do so. This material may not be sold or redistributed without the prior written consent of Morgan Stanley. This communication is a marketing communication; it is not a product of
Morgan Stanley’s Research Department and should not be regarded as a research recommendation. Unless stated otherwise, the material contained herein has not been based on a consideration of any individual client circumstances and as such should not
be considered to be a personal recommendation.
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